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ASSESSMENT FOR THE “CRUZ” PROPERTY 
Prospecting, Geological and Geochemical 

October, 1999 C. Ke~edy, D. Anderson, P. Klewchuk 

1.00 Introduction 
The set of Cruz claims which are the subject of this report form the western and 
northwestern portion of a larger block of Cruz claims straddling the northeast end of the 
Yahk anticline. They are centered about 35 kilometers south of Cranbrook, B.C. in the 
East Kootenay region of British Columbia. The claims of concern to this report occur 
south of the Moyie river, on the north-facing slope and height of land above the river. The 
property extends from 1OOOm ASL to almost 1800 meters at it’s south end. The area is 
one of modest relief with complete and often thick forest cover with a very low 
percentage of outcrop. Access is from Highway 3 just south of the Moyie Lakes up old 
logging roads starting as Sunrise then switching to the Stormy creek road. (See enclosed 
Index Map.) 

1.10 Property Definition, History, Background Information 
The part of the property of concern to this report includes: 

Claim #/Units Tenure# Expiry Date 
cluz 98-1 20 365689 21109199 
Cmz 98-2 20 365690 22lO9199 
Cruz 98-3 16 365691 23/09/99 
Stone 1 1 337904 28106199 
Stone 2 1 337205 28lO6l99 
Stone3 to 11 9 337206-337214 26/06/99 
Stone 12 to 14 3 337215-337217 28lO6l99 
Stone 15,16 2 337218-337219 22106199 
Stone 17,lS 2 337220-337221 26lO6l99 
Stone 19-22 4 337222-337225 22lO6l99 
Stone 23-26 4 337226-337229 28lO6J99 
Stone 27-34 8 337230-337237 22JO6l99 
Stone 35,36 2 337238-337239 28lO6l99 
Stone 37,38 2 337240-337241 3 OlO6l99 
Stone3946 8 337242-337249 23lO6J99 
Stone 47,48 2 337250-337251 3 OlO6l99 

The current owners are Chapleau Resources Ltd. of Cranbrook who had optioned the 
claims to Ascot Resources for whom some of the work was done. The claims 
subsequently reverted to Chapleau Resources in August. 

The earlier history of the area is brief and not well known. Small lead/zinc showings along 
northern Sundown creek attracted initial attention. About 4 kilometers north of the north 
boundary of the above claims, a 3476 meter oil/gas exploration well was drilied in 1987, it 
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yielded chips collected over 3 meter intervals for a significant portion of the Aldridge 
Formation. The present owners acquired the claims in 1994 spurred on by finding of 
fragmentah and altered rocks between Sunrise and Farrell creeks. In 1995, an east-west 
section was drilled across this Cruz Deplata occurrence, defining several fiagmentals 
stacked over several hundred meters of stratigraphy as cored by the holes. In 1996, a 
single hole (R96-5) was drilled to 229 meters on the Cruz 1 claim in Sundown creek. It 
cored a Moyie gabbro sill intrusion then Middle Aldridge rocks to the end of the hole. In 
1997, a soil geochemicril survey was completed over the southern portion of the claims. 
The claims on the north side of the Cruz property have only been explored recently and 
only in the Stoney Creek area. Here a ferric&e gossan has attracted some interest 
periodically since the late sixties. The latest work was primarily a soil geochem grid 
completed by Chapleau Resources. A minor amount of geological mapping had also been 
completed. More Cruz claims were staked on the west of the block during 1998 and 1999. 
Sedex Resourceqowners of the claims immediately to the north, drilled a single core hole 
to the northeast ( 96-2) intersecting lower Middle Aldridge sediments. 

The CNZ claims have economic potential for Sullivan-style Sedex lead/zinc sulfides. 
Underlain by Middle Aldridge rocks and Moyie intrusives, there are occurrences of 
disseminated galena and sphalerite within the Yahk anticline and other Sullivan indicators 
including fragmentals, tommahnites, and albitized sediments. 

1.20 Summary of Work Done 
The 1999 exploration program consisted of prospecting the claim area west of Stoney 
creek and south of the Moyie river. This same area was then mapped including the new 
claims added in 1998. As a consequence of the prospe&ng, a modest soil geochem grid 
was planned and executed for the far western portion of the claim block beii detailed in 
this report. 

PART A 

2.00 PROSPECTING 

Initial prospecting of the &z-Stone property was completed during the summer of 1999. 
The property occupies a portion of the northeast striking hinge structural zone of the 
geologically significant Moyie anticline. Important Sullivan deposit type exploration 
indicators exist on properties adjoining the Cruz-Stone ground with the St. Eugene 
massive sulphide vein on the north end and the Mount Mahon tourmaline occurrence on 
the south end. 

Four features of interest were discovered during the 1999 prospecting program: 
1. Gossan zone; 
2. tourmaline occurrences; 
3. fkagmental; 
4. mineralization. 



1. Gossan Zone 
A gossan zone exists on Route #l_ The gossan was exposed during construction of the 
natural gas pipeline. The gossan material is graded sands and gravel which are cemented 
by limo&e wad. Gossan float was also seen above the exposed occurrence. Float exists 
on Routes #I & 2. This float material is of a different type with pieces being made up of 
altered angular siltstone fragments cemented again by liionite wad. No mineralization 
was noted with the go&n material other than iron and manganese. Both types of gossan 
encountered contain great amounts of white mica flakes. The gossan breccia float, by it’s 
character, is likely coming Corn a fault zone or zones. 

2. Tourmaline occurrences 
Tounnaline alteration was seen on Routes #1,2,3 & 5. The tourmaline is both 
replacement and needle type. The most important occurrences are the replacement type 
and they exist on Routes #I and 2. On Route #l the tourmaline can be found in outcrop 
in a number of places. This tourmaline, where seen, is brown to cream colored. The 
exposure on Route #2 is possibly of most interest as it is in close association with a 
fragmental outcrop. This tourmaline exposure has patches of brown to aeam tourmahne 
alteration with individual Cagmental clasts being tourmaGzed. The minerahzation noted 
with both occurrences was minor arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and pyrite. Some 
tourmaline float encountered was very fractured with abundant narrow limo&e wad veins 
with sericite and manganese staining. Tourmahne needle alteration was seen on Route #6 
in two locations. The first was small pieces of float which are found in conjuction with 
some strongly sheared outcrops. The other occurrence is a 30 cm wide tourmaline needle 
bed, this interbed exists within a large exposure of quartzite rich rock. 

3. Fragmental 
On Route #2 a good exposure of disrupted bed material and Cagmental can be seen. This 
f&mental is made up of small to medium clasts of di&rent composition The matrix is 
6ne grained, s&cite rich sand with rare dis seminations of pyrite. A lot of the float 
material found in close asso&tion with the outcrop is quite iron and manganese stained. 
As mentioned above, the most obvious alteration noted within the fragmental complex and 
adjoining rocks is fine and coarse grained sericite. 

4. Mineralization 
Base metal minerals, sphalerite and galena, were noted on all traverses. This 
mineralization is only weakly developed. Minerahzation is found both in outcrop and 
pieces of float. The miner-ah&on is in two forms, rare sphalerite and galena on fractures, 
and with narrow siltstone mud beds as dissemmati ons. The most interesting occurrence is 
on Route #3, there, di ssemimted minerali&ion can be found over a one meter wide zone 
within a pyrrhotite rich mudstone package. Of finther interest is the existence of 
carbonate within the mudstone package. 
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3.00 INTERPRETATIONS ANB CONCLUSIONS 
The best alteration and mineralization encountered during the 1999 prospecting program 
is found in the area of Routes 1,2 & 3. This area seems to occupy a favorable northwest 
trending structural zone. Future exploration work should be situated in this area. 

Part B 

4.00 GEOLOGICAL MAPPING 
A modest program of mapping was undertaken to help evaluate a portion of the property. 
Mapping at a scale of 1: 10,000 meant traversing the forested areas on a wide spaced basis. 
The amount of outcrop is very low and combined with thick tree/bush cover, limits the 
amount of geological data that can be retrieved and how it can be interpreted. 

The Cnrz property is underlain by the oldest formation of the Proterozoic Belt-Purcell 
Supergroup. The Supergroup is a thick sequence of terrigenous elastic, carbonate, and 
minor volcanic rocks of Middle Proterozoic age. The basal Akhidge Formation, as 
exposed in Canada, is siliciclastic turbidites about 4000 meters thick. It is inGormaIly 
divided into the Lower, Middle, and Upper members. To the north and east in the basin 
the Lower Aldridge, the base of which is not exposed, is about 1500 meters of rusty 
weathering (due to pyrrhotite), thin to medium bedded argillite, wacke and quartzitic 
wacke generally interpreted as distal turbidites. The Sullivan orebody occurs at the top of 
this division.To the south and west in the basin in Canada, the upper part of the Lower 
Aldridge is dominated grey weathering, medium to thick bedded quartz wackes considered 
to be proximal turbid&. The Lower Aldridge is commonly host to a proliferation of 
Moyie intrusions, principally as siis. The Middle Aldridge is about 2500 meters of grey to 
rusty weathering, dominantly medium bedded quart&c wacke turbidites with periodic 
inter-turbidite intervals of thin bedded, rusty weathering argillites some of which form 
finely laminated marker beds (time stratigraphic units correlated over great distances 
within the Aldridg&richard basin). The Upper Aldridge is about 300 meters of thin 
bedded to laminated, rusty weathering, dark argillite and grey siltite otten in couplet-style 
beds. 

4.10 Stomy Creek Area 
This northern part of the Cruz property is located on the Moyie anticline which is a broad, 
open fold with a &allow northerly phmge in Canada. The claims cover the crest to 
western limb of the anticline where the anti&al axis is rotated to northeast from north. 
Bedding is approaching flat to 30 to SO degrees to the northwest on the NW flank of the 
anticline which is mostly on the north side of the Moyie river. Aldridge Formation is 
succeeded up-section by Creston siliciclastics to the northwest. There are no major faults 
through the region with the closest being the Moyie reverse fault which limits the anticline 
well to the north and northwest. 



Stratigraphically this portion of the Cruz property is underlain by Aldridge Formation 
rocks, ranging from lower to upper Middle Aldridge rocks with 3 to 4 Moyie instrusions 
as sills (depending on location) and small dykes. As described above, the area is mostly a 
northwest-facing panel, younging to the northwest where off property to the northwest 
the Aldridge stratigraphy is succeeded by the shallower-water elastics of the Creston 
Formation. 

The Middle Akhidge is’dominated by moderately rusty weathering, thin to medium 
bedded, wackes to quartzitic wackes to thick bedded quartz wackes. The individual beds 
are turbid&s of a Bouma style but generahy of the AE form with a poorly graded sand 
base and a muddy top. Current features are common with sole marks, small cross-beds, 
and flame structures. These sediments are intruded by Moyie sills which can be shallow 
cross-cut&g. There are two main sills on this part of the Cruz property, there are also a 
few dykes recognized. The gabbros range from fine-grained near the contacts to medium 
and coarse-grained within. Hornblende and plagioclase dominate, dictating the textures 
which can be equicrystahine ranging to a coarse, phrmose hornblendite. 

In the Stoney creek area, on the east side of the claims being considered the 
topographically highest ground is also the highest stratigraphic level in the Middle 
Aldridge, approximately middle of the Middle Akhidge section Near flat lying beddii 
appears to track around the mountain slopes but modest offsets are interpreted along 
north to northeast-trendii faults. Due to flat dips or modest northwest dips lower down 
lower stratigraphic levels are achieved down towards the Moyie river. The lower outcrops 
above the river bottom plain are thick bedded, grey weathering quartz wackes which 
dominate the section. This is expected in the lower section of the Middle Akhidge. The 
middle to lower Middle Aldridge rocks track west along the mountain slope until the 
projected northeast-trending Yahk fault is encountered. w as a normaI fault, it 
downdrops middle Middle Aldridge on the west against the lower Middle Aldridge just 
described. 

Only one Moyie sill occurs on the east side of the claims and it is preserved as a remnant 
at the highest elevations above the Moyie river. The remainder of the section below is 
devoid of signiIicant intrusions. 

Structurally the east side appears simple with a structural grain which is northeast 
reflecting the anticlinaI axis and some north to northeast-trending faults. Northwest- 
&king h&s are likely but not defined to date. The Yahk fault is a signi6cant normal fault 
traced up from the US border. It location on the Cruz is not well established yet but it is 
contined to a certain path through the claims into the Moyie river drainage where it may 
track to the northeast. Other northeast fat&s are noted on an outcrop scale but have not 
been traced across any appreciable strike length due to a lack of outcrop. Folding is 
present on an outcrop scale adjacent to some of the faults. As such they are small-scale 
structures with north-trending fold axes. 



A ferricrete gossan occurs on the west slope above Stoney creek. There are no base metal 
remnants or geochemical signatures within the limo&e. These are transported iron oxides 
in extremely rusty soils reflecting a high sulfide source somewhere in the area. At lower 
elevations on the west side of Stone creek, an apparently stratabound massive zone with 
localized fragmental zones and widespread spotted (biotite) alteration is poorly exposed. 
There is also some tourmalinite float and limited amounts of limonite possibly along a 
fault. 

4.20 West Side (Orchid) Area 

The Chapleau name applied to this geological centre of interest is the Orchid. Occurring 
principally on claim Cruz 98-2, it is physically south of the Moyie river and the pipeline on 
a slope and plateau area. Overburden is quite extensive on this par& of the Cruz property 
with only about 5% bedrock exposure. As for the area to the east and as indicated 
previously, the claims are underlain by middle of the Middle Aldridge rocks. They are as 
described earlier for the Cruz property in general. Generally bedding strikes northeasterly 
with moderate 25 to 35 degree dips. The dip of bedding is generally just steeper than the 
slope of the hillside, such that younger beds (higher stratigraphy) are exposed lower on the 
hillside. Apparent broader scale folding is present. An open syncline with a north trending 
fold axis is defined central to the area. The major Yahk fault forms an eastern boundary to 
this block. 

Of particular economic interest are the following. The Orchid vent is defined by a 
structurally-controlled hydrothermal vent system with tourmalinite and tourmaGzed 
fragmental present over almost 800 meters of strike length. These tourmalinites are tan- 
brown in colour whereas a 50 to 75 meter long float train of black toumalinite occurs 
above the exposures suggesting greater complexity to the system. There are more 
extensive exposures of albite/chlorite brec&as adjacent to the tourmali&e and 
tommali& fragme& which are located on opposite sides of this zone. This 

relationship suggests the tourmalinite and tounnalinized fragmental are developed adjacent 
to a controlling northwest structure which was later occupied by the chlorit&ibite 
breccia. A base r&a&niched limonit e-cemented breccia (located as float only to date) 
occurs approximaateiy on strike and locally coincident with the in&-red northwest fault 
structure. The limonit e-cemented breccia is evidently a recentlydeveloped fm related 
to weathering of an iron-rich source that is also enriched in base metals. Sericitization of 
the Middle Aldridge sediments is quite widespread. Mineralization is present as 
disseminated galena and sphalerite within the Middle Aldridge sediments near the vent 
system. Disseminated sphalerite occurs within rusty siltstones on the gas pipeline just west 
of the NW trace of the vent structure. Both galena and sphalerite are disseminated within 
argillaceous siltstones about 300 metres southeast of the tourmahnized fragmental. 

5.00 INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Cruz north and northwestern claims are underlain by Middle Aldridge siliciclastic 
turbid&es which are host to several Moyie intrusions mainly as sills. Beddii is flat to 
moderately northwest dipping exposing a stratigraphic section from middle Middle 



Aldridge to lower Middle Aldridge. One significant fault is known as a north to 
northeastern trending normal fault dropping the western area of interest down relative to 
the Stormy creek (eastern area) area. Lesser faults either northwest or north-northeasterly 
striking are identified. 

In the Stoney creek area a possible centre for mineralization occurs on the west side of the 
drainage where fragmental, alteration, and gossanous material quite possibly along faults 
are not evaluated to depth. Mapping is still inadequate for detailed work regarding 
stratigraphic correlation and resolution of structure. Geophysics surveys and drilling 
should be contemplated. 

For the far western portion of the property, there are several indicators of economic 
potential includiig alteration, mental rock, and weak dii sulfides. Along with 
indications of base metals in limonitic soils the area is viewed as having good potential for 
economic, perhaps Sedex-style s&ides. Exploration should proceed with more soil 
geochem, mapping, sampling, geophysics surveys and eventwl drihhng. 

PartC 

6.00 SOIL GEOCJZEMISTRY - Soil Grid on the West CIUZ 
The objective of the 1999 soil geochem survey was to test the possibility for base metals in 
soils proximal to indicators of mineral potential. The soil ge&er&ry grid was eight- 
2OOm spaced lines done over the Orchid vent. Each lii is 1OOOm long, sample spacing is 
5Om. A total of 164 soil samples were collected. Soil samples were collected from the B 
horizon, at a depth of approximately 1 S cm and placed in K&t paper bags. Samples were 
dried, sieved and shipped to Chemex Labs Ltd. at 212 Brooksbank Ave., North 
Varmouver, B.C. where they were ana&red by standard ICP tech&m for 34 separate 
elements. 

Location of the grid is shown on Figure 4; detailed plots of lead, zinc, and arsenic values 
are shown on Figure Sa, 5b, and 5c respectively. Complete geochemical analyses are 
provided in Appendii A 

Regional Aldridge threshold values for lead are in the 25 to 50 range depending on 
location On the Orchid grid only 13 samples are >25 ppm with only 3 samples >45ppm. 
The highest lead value is 134 ppm. Higher lead values are mostly coincident with higher 
zinc values. 

Regional Aldridge threshold value for zinc is about 150 ppm. 49 samples on the Orchid 
grid have zinc values of 150 ppm or more with the maximum vahte 510 ppm. A number of 
higher zinc values are clustered in the northeast comer of the grid, over the area of the 
most abundant occurrence of float limonite-cemented breccia. 
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Regional Aldridge threshold value for arsenic is about 10 ppm. Only 3 samples on the 
Orchid Grid have arsenic values >l 0 ppm with ah values of 10 ppm or greater As 
occurring on the four southern lines of the grid. 

7.00 INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Elevated zinc values are scattered across the Orchid grid with one local concentration 
occurring in the north&t comer of the grid, coincident with the most abundant observed 
float exposure of limonite-cemented breccia. A few scattered elevated lead values are 
coincident with elevated zinc; these may be sites where disseminated lead-zinc 
mineralization present in bedrock has been detected by the soil sampling. 

Elevated arsenic values are present only in the upper, southern half of the soils grid and 
may reflect the presence of the to tnmahkd fragmental which occurs in outcrop 
immediakly south and uphill of the soil grid. More soil sampling is now warranted on this 
part of the property. 

8.00 ITEXIZED COST STATEMENT 

Prospecting 
Craig, Tom & Mike Kennedy 

12 days x 3 men x %2OO/day 
Truck - 12 days x !f.lOO/day 

$ 7,200.OO 
1,200.OO 

Douglas Anderson, P.Eng. 
6 days x !§33O/day - fieldwork 
3 days x $33O/day - report writing 
Truck-6daysx$lOO/day 

1,980.oa 
990.00 
600.00 

Peter Klewchuk, P.Geo. 
7 days x %33O/day - fieldwork 
1.5 days x %33O/day - report writing 
Truck-7daysx$lOO/day 

2,3 10.00 
495.00 
700.00 

Geochem 
Contractor - CJJ Exploration Contracts, Kimberley, B.C 

164 samples x $Wsampie 
Assays - Chemex Laboratories, North Vancouver, B.C. 

(Invoice 1992203) 

656.00 

164 samples x $7.70/sample - 30 element ICP 1.262.80 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES = S17393.80 
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APPENDIX “A” 

Soil Gkochem Analytical Results 
ICP by Chemer Labs Ltd. 






















